DDoS Open Threat Signaling (DOTS) Working Group

draft-ietf-dots-use-cases-07 Update

Roland Dobbins – Arbor Networks
Stefan Fouant – Copper River IT
Daniel Migault – Ericsson
Robert Moskowitz – HTT Consulting
Nik Teague – Verisign
Liang ‘Frank’ Xia – Huawei
Kaname Nishizuka - NTT
Changes for -07

• Fixed inadvertent reversions from -05
• Re-added ‘HOMENET’ use-case (need WG input on applicability)
• Added additional context for inter- and intra-domain sections
• Fixed informative references
**Coming up in -08 (WGLC candidate)**

- Adding additional DOTS-specific details to use cases
- Cleaning up grammatical and terminological nits
- Additional refinement of Orchestration section
- Additional intra-domain use case
- Edits based upon outcome of WG input on ‘HOMENET’ use case
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